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10 Claims. (C1. 235-130)
The present invention relates to calculating
machines, and particularly to the type embodying
two separate and distinct registering mechanisms
comprising rotatable disks, either or both of which
5 can be returned to zero position by turning a
single crank shaft, rotation of the crank shaft

in one direction serving to zeroize one register,
and rotation of the crank shaft in the opposite
direction serving to zeroize the other register.
10 Registers of this type are shown in the applica
tion of Friden, Serial Number 182,627, filed April
11th, 1927, to , which reference is hereby made
for a disclosure of mechanisms as are not Spe
cifically described herein.
5

It is an object of the invention to provide a

simple and dependable interlocking mechanism
whereby the driving means of the calculating ma
chine will be automatically disabled while either
of the above mentioned registering mechanisms
20 is being zeroized or is out of its full cycle posi
tion.
Other objects will appear as the description
progresses.
The invention possesses a plurality of advan
25tageous features, some of which will be set forth
at length in the following description, where that
form of the invention which has been Selected
for illustration in the drawings accompanying
and forming part of the present specification
30 shall be outlined in full. In said drawings, one
form of apparatus embodying the invention has
been shown, but it is to be understood that the
invention has not been limited to such form, since
the invention, aS Set forth in the claims, may be
35 ambodied in a plurality of other forms.
It is manifest that the invention may be emi
bodied in a calculating machine having any suit. .
able form of accumulator and counter registers.
In the accompanying drawings, the invention is

40 shown embodied in a calculating machine of the
general type disclosed in the patent to Friden,
Number 1,643,710, dated September 27th, 1927, to
which reference is hereby made for a disclosure
of a complete calculating machine. The ma
chine comprises an actuator into which the values
to be calculated are introduced by any suitable
means, and from which the introduced values
are transmitted to the accumulator register, upon

values on the numeral wheels of highest value
possible.

In the accompanying drawings forming a part

of this specification:
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a portion of a
calculating machine provided with a single crank
for zeroizing both registers, a portion of the cas
ing being broken away to more clearly disclose
the mechanism associated with the crank, and
part of the interlocking mechanism for auto
matically disconnecting the driving means. The
remainder of this latter mechanism will be dis
closed as this specification progresses.
Figure 2 is a lateral section showing the Zeroiz
ing crank, its associated mechanisms, and a front
view of the mechanism composing the present in
vention herein specified.

60

Figures 3, 4, and 5 are views of the driving

member of the clutch, Figure 3 being a top
View of Figure 4, and Figure 5 being a bottom

5

view of Figure 4.

Figure 6 is a perspective view of one of the

clutch members forming part of the drive for

the Zeroizing mechanism and its integrally
mounted co-member for Operating the mecha
nism composing the present invention when one

80

register is being Zeroized.

Figure 7 is a perspective view of another clutch

member forming part of the drive of the zeroiz

ing mechanism, which also serves as the operat 8.3.
ing member for the mechanism composing the
present invention when the other register is be
ing Zeroized.
Figure 8 is a longitudinal Section taken on the
line 8-8, Figure 2.
90
Figure 9 is an end elevation of the carriage
on which the accumulator register is mounted.
Figure 10 is a left end view of the frame in
which the counter register is mounted.
Drive control

In the present embodiment, the driving mech
nected to the drive shaft 100 (Figure 8) by ap
propriate Speed reducing gearing and is adapt- i.
anism comprises an electric motor which is con

ed to be intermittently connected to the calcu
lating machine to drive the same.

The means whereby the drive is connected to

50 rotation of the actuator. The machine also em the calculating mechanism includes a clutch 110,

bodies a counting register which is operated in the driving member of which is a toothed wheel
accumulator register is arranged in displaceable closing the toothed wheel 111 is a circular hous.
relation with respect to the actuator for the ing 112, which constitutes the driven member of
55 purpose of making direct action of the selected the clutch, and pivoted within this housing in a
position to engage the toothed wheel 111 is a

05

time with the rotation of the actuator. The 111, fixed on one end of the drive shaft 100. En

10

2
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driving paw 113. This pawl is normally pressed
into engagement with the toothed wheel by means
of the inset compression spring 14, but is adapt
ed to be maintained in its non-engaging position
by neans of the clutch control mechanism.

404 secured to the internal periphery of each nu

meral wheel. The spring compressing the ball 403

is of Sufficient strength to cause the numeral
Wheel 401 to be carried with the shaft 405 port

rotation thereof when the spring pressure on the 8.

The clutch control mechanism comprises a pawl 40 has been released, and means are pro

bell crank member 115 journaled on a stub-shaft vided for releasing this pressure upon initial

0

i16 on the machine frame and carrying on One
end a projection 17 adapted, when the actuator
is in full cycle position, to project through an
appropriately positioned aperture in the clutch
housing 112 to engage the tail of the pawl i3
and urge it to clutch disengaging position.
A spring 118 tensioned between a stud on the

imovement of the zeiro resetting shaft 405 from
neutral position. Secured to the zero resetting
shaft 405 (Figure 9) is a disk having a depression 85

crank 115, tends to urge the projection 117 into
clutch disengaging position, so that in the ab
Sence of intervention by other instrumentalities,
the actuator will be brought to rest with the
clutch in disengaged position. When it reaches
full cycle position after a rotation. Means are
provided for operating the bell crank 115 to en
gage the actuator for the number of ro

(Figure 8), so that as the lever 411 is rocked,
upon initial rotation of the zero resetting shaft
405, the comb 409 is rocked to move the balls 408
out of contact with the pawls 407, thereby releas
ing the paws, and removing the resistance to

in its periphery in which an arm of the lever 4:ii.

seats when the shaft, 405 is in neutral position.
he an of 4 is held in the depression by a
spring 412 Surrounding the pivoted rod 413. The

machine base and the opposite end of the bell lever 4 is secured to the end of the comb 4.09

20

25

98.

rotation from numeral wheel 40. Therefore,
further rotation of the Zero resetting shaft 405
moves the numerai Wheels to Zero position, and

tations requisite to perform a desired calculation,
and pin 119 is provided on the forward end of
the bell crank 115 for this purpose. Pin 119 is
engaged by the notched rear end of the control

upon completion of a rotation of the Zero reset
ting shaft. 405, the lever 4il Springs back into

overlying the pin 9 by a Suitably tensioned
Spring as is disclosed in the above mentioned

The counter register
The counter register carried on frame 300, the

100

the depression in the periphery of the disc 4:10,
and thereby rocks comb 409 back to normal posi
link 121 which is pivoted at its forward end to tion as shown (Figure 8), and causes the reappi
a control plate, and normally held in position cation of spring pressure to the pawls 407.

30

35

patent. A plurality of operating means provided
in a calculating machine are adapted to in
part to control link 121 an oscillation to the right
aS viewed in Figure 8. This imparts a corre
Sponding clockwise oscillation to the clutch op
erating bell crank 115 permitting engagement
of the driving pawl 113 for the period that such
adjustment is maintained. An object of the
present invention is to provide means whereby

majority of which is an exact replica of the ac

cumulator register, will be specified only in part
.to show wherein the two are differentiated.

g

The numeral wheels 301 are likewise provided
With the ten-tooth gears 302 which are engaged
by the spring-pressed pawls 306 to perform a
similar function to that specified in the accumula

tor register. The pawls 306 are individually 5

the notched end of control link 121 is lifted pivoted on a shaft 308 and are normally held in

Out of operable engagement with pin 119 on bell
Crank 115. The means whereby this end is ac
complished will be described hereinafter.
45
The accumulator register

contact with the gears 302 by the springs 307.
Means are provided whereby the pawls 306 are
lifted out of engagement with the gears 302, to
permit free rotation of the numeral wheels 30i 2

during the zero resetting operation. For this
The calculating machine embodies a rotary purpose, an oscillating half-round shaft 309 en

actuator, Such as is disclosed in the above men gages a projection of the pawls 306 beyond the
tioned patent and application, and into which shaft 308, and, normally, the flat surface of the
50 values may be introduced by any suitable means. half-round Shaft is in engagement With the pawls. 25
On rotation of the actuator, the introduced values Rotation of the shaft, 309, however, through a
arc, rocks the pawls 306 sufficiently to
are transmitted to the numeral wheels 401 mount limited
ed on the transversely movable carriage 400. The move them out of engagement with the gears 302
machine is also provided with a counting register, to permit free rotation of the numeral wheels 301.
55 comprising a plurality of numeral wheels, which The zero resetting shaft 303 which extends axially 30
is operated in time with the revolutions of the through a plurality of the numeral wheels 301 is
actuator. Integral with each numeral wheel 401 provided on its end. With a disk 304 (Figure 0).
60

of the accumulator register 400 is a ten-tooth gear having a depression in its periphery which is en
402 which is engaged by an escapement pawl 407 gaged by a projection of the lever 305 secured to

to provide step by step movement of the numeral

the end of the half-round shaft 309, which in its
neutral position, allows the projection of lever
305 to be seated in the depression on the periph
ery of disk 304. he initial rotation of this disk
from this neutra position causes ever 305 to
65
SWing back and revolve shaft 309 Sufficiently to
are Inounted in an oscillatory comb 4.09, said conto disengage pawls 306 from gears 302, thereby per
being journaled at its ends so that it may be initting their free rotation for the Zero resetting.
rotated to move the balls 408 out of contact with Operation. The depression in the peripheries of

Wheei 401. It also places the numeral wheel in
proper relative position with the actuator and
prevents its overthrow. The pawls 407 are nor
inally held in Spring pressed engagement With
the gears 402 by the Spring pressed balls 408 which

70

the pawls 407, thereby permitting free rotation
of the gears 402 and their integral numera wheels
401. This accumulator register is provided with a
Zero resetting shaft 405 which extends axially
through a plurality of the numeral wheels 401
and which is provided with a plurality of Spring
pressed bails 403 respectively engaging a tooth

disks 304 and 410 and the shape of the projections
On levers 305 and 4

are such that the disks 40

and 304 Inay be rotated only in a counter-clock
Wise direction as is shown in Figures 9 and 0.

Calculating nachines have heretofore been pro
vided with a lock which caused a positive jam to
"occur if a., atteript were inade to revolve the

3
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actuator while either one of these Zero resetting (Figure 3) which hormally engages in the short
shafts was out of its full cycle position. This depression of its associated flange, and is also
positive jam was allowed for by the provision of a provided with a camportion 439 (Figure 5) which
safety friction clutch which had to be of sufficient is normally in engagement with the long depres

strength to drive the machine, therefore was also Sion of its associated flange. The tooth 438. On
of sufficient strength to cause undue stresses and washer 436 faces in one direction, and the tooth 80
strains on the machine parts upon the occurrence 438 on washer 440 faces in the opposite direction,
of a jam. It can readily be seen that without any so that when the crankshaft 426 is rotated in one

0

lock a more serious jam could occur if either of direction, the washer 436 drives the flange 428
the Zero resetting shafts were Out of its full cycle in that direction, and when the crank shaft is
position, causing the pawls to be out of engage rotated in the opposite direction, the washer 440

ment with the gears and, therefore permitting drives the flange 432 in the opposite direction.
free rotation of the intermediate gears 406 or 310. During the time that one clutch washer is op

5

This free rotation could so place the intermediate
gear that the end of a tooth would jam against the
end of its driving member. On the actuator.
The aforementioned object of the present in

erating its associated flange, the other clutch
washer is held out of engagement with its asso

ciated flange by virtue of the cam portion 439
On the Washer, which slides on the full face of
vention is to so temporarily disable the operating the flange, and does not permit the tooth 438 to

20

means of the calculating machine So that rota
tion of the actuator, or starting of the motor is
impossible during the period that either of the
Zero resetting shafts is out of its full cycle posi
tion, thus preventing the possibility of either type
of jam set forth above. While the specific em

bodiment of the invention chosen for purposes
of illustration is one in which the operating
means for controlling the drive of the actuator
is disabled during operation of the resetting

30
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40
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drop into engagement until a full revolution has

been completed.
Since the flange 428 is integral with the sleeve 95
427, and the sleeve 427 is secured to the zero re
Setting shaft 303 of the counting register, rota
tion of the crank 425 in one direction causes

Synchronous rotation of the Zero resetting shaft
303. The accumulator carriage 400 is movable

100

transversely of the machine and the zero reset

ting shaft associated therewith is provided with
mechanism, the Scope of the invention is not a telescoping portion 414 which connects the
limited to such embodiment, being equally ap Shaft 405 With the hub 415 which hub is jour 05
plicable to a structure in which the operating naled in the frame of the machine, and is trans
means for controlling a power driven resetting versely stationary with respect thereto. Integral
mechanism is disabled during operation of the with the hub is a gear 416 which meshes with
actuator.
*
.
gear 417 which in turn meshes with gear 418
The particular zero resetting mechanism which is rotatable on the shaft 419. Secured to 0
chosen to be described in connection with the gear 418 by the sleeve 420 is a gear 421 which
present invention, is one whereby a crank 425 is in mesh with gear 435, which is secured to

(Figures 1 and 2) Secured to crank shaft 426, sleeve 431 rotatably mounted on the crank shaft
journaled in the frame of the machine, is nor 426. Therefore, rotation of the crank 425 in
mally held in neutral position by means pro the opposite direction, due to the operation of
vided therefor. The crank 425 is rotatable in the clutch washer 440, causes synchronous rota
either direction, rotation in one direction serv tion of the gear 435 which rotation is transferred
ing to zeroize one register and rotation in the through the train of gears 421, 418, and 416 to
opposite direction serving to zeroize the other cause one rotation of the zero resetting shaft 405
register. Full-stroke means are provided for ne
each rotation of the crank 425 in the proper
cessitating the complete Zeroizing revolution of for
direction. It is therefore apparent that the ro

5

120

One register before the crank can be rotated in tation of the crank shaft 426 in one direction

50

the opposite direction to zeroize the other regis Serves to Zeroize the counter register and rota
ter.
tion of the crankshaft in the opposite direction
Means are also provided for connecting the Serves to Zeroize the accumulator register.
125
crank shaft 426 to the Zero resetting shaft
Clearance interlock
303 upon movement of the crank in one di
rection, and for connecting the crank shaft
Means have been provided for an interlocking
426 to the zero resetting shaft 405 upon ro Safety mechanism which will not permit the ma
tation of the crank 425 in the opposite di chine to be actuated while either of the register 130
rection. Mounted on the crank shaft 426 and Zero-resetting shafts is out of its full cycle posi

60

5

rotatable with respect thereto, is a sleeve 427 tion. Secured to flange 428 of Sleeve 427 is a
connected to the Zero resetting Shaft 303 So that collar 800 which has in its periphery a depres
it rotates therewith. The sleeve is provided on sion 801 (Figure 1) into which an extension 8031
its end with a flange 428 having two depressions of lever 804 is normally held by a suitably pro
429 and 430 of different lengths, the depression vided spring tension which will hereinafter be
429 being shorter than 430. Rotatably mounted disclosed. A similar depression 802 is provided
on the crank shaft 426 and spaced from the On the periphery of sleeve 420 into which a second
sleeve 427 is a collar 431 with a flange 432 which extension 803 of lever 804 is normally held. It is
is similarly provided with short and long depres apparent that the initial rotation of collar 800
Sions 433 and 434. Secured to the collar 431 by revolving crank shaft 426 in a direction to
is a gear 435. Splined to the chank shaft 426, Zeroize the numeral wheels 301 of the counting
and associated with the flange 428 is a clutch register, or the initial rotation of sleeve 420 by
Washer 436, and similarly splined to the shaft revolving crank shaft 426 in the opposite direc
426, and associated with flange 432, is a like tion to zeroize the accumulator register, will, in
clutch washer 440. Surrounding the shaft and either case, throw the extensions 8031 and 803
interposed between these two clutch washers and out of the depressions 801 and 802 and tend to
holding these washers in contact with the re rotate the lever 804 in a counter-clockwise die
spective flanges 428 and 432 is a coiled spring rection about the axis 805. This rotation, in addi
437. Each washer is provided with a tooth 438 tion to locking the actuator through shaft 809

35

40

45

150
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by throwing extension 806 into depression 807 of
flange 808 Secured to the shaft 809, performs the
function of entirely disabling the starting con
trol of the machine. The lever 804 is provided
with an extension 810 which, during the counter
clockwise rotation of lever 804, engages the pin

means controlled by said resetting means for dis

abling Said clutch control.
4. In a motor driven calculating machine, reg

istering mechanism, an actuator therefor, clutch
ing means and a manipulable control therefor,
means for resetting said mechaihism to zero, and
812 of lever 813, secured to shaft 814, serving to Ineans controlled by said resetting means for dis
rotate the lever 813 in a clockwise direction

O

5

20

25

30

connecting said clutch control.

(Figure 1). This clockwise rotation is trans 5. In a motor driven calculating machine, reg
ferred through the shaft 814 journaled through istering. mechanism, actuating means therefor,
the side frame of the machine and into bracket

driving means and a control for said driving
815 (Figures 2 and 8), to lever 816 secured to means comprising a pair of relatively movable
the opposite end of shaft 814, and normally held members, means for resetting said mechanism
down by Spring 818. By means of an ear 817 on comprising a reversely rotatable element, and
lever 816, which underlies the operating control means controlled by movement of said element in

link 121, said control link is lifted out of operating either direction from neutral position for moving
engagement with pin 119 on clutch bell crank said members into inoperative relation with re
115, thereby permitting control link 121 to be spect to each other.
oscillated by operating means provided therefor 6. In a motor driven calculating machine, reg
Without the possibility of releasing the clutch istering mechanism, actuating means therefor, 95
mechanism to start the machine. It will be noted driving means and a control for said driving
that the end of the arm.810 (Figure 1) of lever means comprising a pair of relatively movable
804 is so constructed that the initial rotation of members, means for resetting said mechanism
the arm 810 serves to impart very rapid move comprising a reversely rotatable element, and
ment to the lever 813 until it is rotated amply means controlled by movement of said element in 100
far to permit angle 811 of arm. 810 to over-ride it, either direction from neutral position for discon
after which the remaining rotation is very slow. necting said members.
This is so constructed that the lever 816 will
7. In a calculating machine, registering mecha
be rotated through an arc just sufficient to lift nism, actuating means therefor, a manipulable
the control link 121 out of engagement by the control for said actuating means, means for re 105
very slightest movement of the handle 425, after setting said mechanism comprising a reversely
which the overthrow of arm. 810 moves the lever

rotatable element, means controlled by said actu

813 only very slightly. Means have been pro atting means for preventing operation of Said re
vided whereby the lever 804 will be returned to setting means, and means controlled by move
and held in its normal position by the spring 818 ment of said element in either direction from
(Figure 8). This is... accomplished by the angle neutral position for disabling said control.

110

8. In a calculating machine, registering mecha
cient to permit the spring tension of spring 818, nism, actuating means and controls therefor,
transferred through lever 816, shaft 814 and lever means for resetting said mechanism, means oper
813, to restore lever 804 to, and hold it in its ated by said actuating means for preventing Oper 15

of the end 811 on the arm 810 which is just sufi
40

normal position of engagement after a full cycle ation of said resetting means, and means con
trolled by said resetting means for causing dis

of the crank 425 has been completed.

45

50
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connection of said actuating means and Said
claim:
1. In a calculating machine, registering mecha controls.
9. In a calculating machine, registering mecha
nism. an actuator, driving means therefor includ
ing a normally disengaged clutch connection, ma nism, actuating means therefor, means for reset
nipulable means for enabling said clutch connec ting said mechanism comprising a reversely ro
tion, means for resetting said mechanism, and tatable element, means controlled thereby upon
means controlled thereby for disabling said en movement thereof for disabling said actuating
means, and means controlled by Said actuating
abling means.
2. In a calculating machine, registering mecha means for preventing operation of Said disabling
nism, an actuator, driving means therefor in eaS
cluding a normally disengaged clutch connection, 10. In a calculating machine, registering mech

anism, actuating means and controls therefor,
a reversely rotatable element, means controlled
thereby upon movement thereof in either direc
tion for disconnecting said actuating means and
means ineffective. .
3. In a motor driven calculating machine, reg said controls, and means controlled by said actu
ating means for preventing operation of Said dis
istering mechanism, an actuator therefor, clutch connecting
means.
ing means and a manipulable control therefor,
GUSTAV LERCH.
means for resetting said mechanism to Zero, and

manipulable means for enabling said clutch con
nection, means for resetting said mechanism, and
means operated as an incident to the operation of
said resetting means for rendering said enabling

means for resetting said mechanism comprising
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